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CHAPTER I

THE DEVELOPMENT OF FRENCH SOLO SONG

PRIOR TO FRANCIS POULENC

The history of French secular song had its beginnings

around the twelfth century. The common French term for this

type of song is chanson, but through the years it has ac-

quired many different meanings. The troubadours and trou-

veres all composed chansons, although they were not written

necessarily for solo voice. The manner in which a song was

written and the manner in which it was performed have caused

great controversies over the question of just exactly when

the history of solo song in France did begin. The chanson

style eventually evolved into the polyphonic chanson, and

many songs for lute and voice were merely transcriptions

from the polyphonic songs. These chansons a u th were

therefore called pseudo-monodic songs, since they were not

solo songs in the true sense. The genuine solo song is al-

most unknown in France until the late sixteenth century,

Around 1571 the chanson au luth became known as the

air de cou, and the first publication was in the same year

by Le Roy. The air de our was once known as the voi de

1Frits Noske, "Historical Introduction," History of
Song Outside German Speaking Countries (Cologne, 1958), p. 5.
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ville, or vaudeville, commonly identified in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries as a street song, or any simple

song.

These songs culminated in the development of musique me-

suree of the 1570's. The characteristics of this innovation

were joining the music to the poetry, and setting long syl-

lables to half notes and short syllables to quarter notes.

musique mesurde was originally intended for a cappella

chorus, but was found to be just as appropriate for solo

voice with lute accompaniment. The air de cour of this pe-

riod opposed musique mesur'e in that it employed an irregu-

lar rhythm. Later it was modified somewhat and used passing

notes and other embellishments merely for the sake of dec-

oration.2

Around the middle of the seventeenth century, the air

de cour changed to air serieux, which had a stricter rhythm,

but still used frequent changes of time signature. The air

tendre was another form of the period, and was greatly in-

fluenced by dance. About 1700 all of these forms were known

as brunettes.3

Solo song in France was less important in the eight-

eenth century, due to the development of French serious

2 William Mann, "Song," Grove's Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, Vol. VII, edited by Eric Blom (New York, 1954),
pp.792 8-929.

Noske, pp. 5-7.
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opera, the trag6die lyrique. Nevertheless, the air s6rieux

continued its growth within the trag6die 1yriue under the

influence of Jean Baptiste Lully.> Italy had been the cen-

ter of opera, but Italian opera was not successful in

France. One of the basic differences between Italian and

French opera was the interest of the French in the dramatic

quality of the poem on which an opera was based. One of

Lully's most outstanding innovations was the development of

a recitative suitable to the French language. It was almost

strictly syllabic and easily became monotonous rhythmically,

but occasionally Lully exercised freedom in the change of

time signature where the text permitted. Some airs used in

lully's operas are derived from the French popular chanson,

while others, such as the "Bois 6pais" from Amadis dates

back to the air de cour5

In the eighteenth century the name romance was given to

French solo song, and was written in a simple style, unorna-

mented, with stress on the melody. The artistic level or

the romance, however, began to develop with the famous ro-

mance of Martini, "Plaisir d'amour," published in 1784.

This particular song was written in the form of a rondo,

[bid., p. 8.

5Donald J. Grout, Short History of Opera (New York,
1947), pp. 116-122.
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with a prelude, interlude, and a postlude.6 The rondo can

be traced to the rondeaux of the thirteenth century, which

consisted of a refrain at the beginning and end of the song,

with the music of the refrain supplying the music for the

verse.

Although the development of the romance continued, in

the nineteenth century there was a greater emphasis on folk-

lore as the source of art music, and an increase of harmony

as a means of color and an expression of the subjective.

This was mainly a result of desires to counteract the dog-

matic theories of the eighteenth century. The tendencies of

literary romanticists affected the entire history of music

during the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centu-

ry.7

Such events as the defeat of Napoleon (1815), the July

Revolution (1830), and the Franco-Prussian War (1870-1871),

also had an immense effect on the development of French mu-

sic. Up until this period, French music had been centered

around the court, and was tied to the aristocratic tradi-

tions of the period. French composers were beginning to

free music from this influence and to perform in public con-

cert halls. After the war of 1870-1871, although Germany

David Cox, "France," History of Song, edited by Dennis
Stevens (London, 1960), p. 20Y.

7 Hans Rosenwald, Handbook of Music History (Chicago,
1945), pp. 80-81.
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had won, France began to free herself from foreign influ-

ence. French music of this period is gay and very subtle,

while German music is romantic and frank in nature. The

differences in French and German song of this post-war pe-

riod may be summed up in the following way: while the

Germans were "eternally seeking to penetrate beyond this

world, to explain philosophies and beliefs, to promote

great thoughts and noble emotions," the French were "sat-

isfied with beauty itself as a goal; content to bring joy

and pleasure, both emotional and intellectual; avoiding

pretensions that bring boredom."8

There were no outstanding French song composers in the

early romantic era, but there were musicians who inciden.

tally composed chansons or romances as miscellaneous minor

works. Actually, the first romantic composer was Hippolyte

Monpou (1804-1841), who set to music the poems of Musset and

Hugo. His romanticism consisted in the fact that he was not

concerned with harmonic blunders, and his songs were gener-

ally sentimental or coquettish. A genuine song composer did

not appear during the first half of the century.9

About mid-century, the French m6lodie began to develop.

Art song was no longer referred to as chanson, since this

8 James Husst Hall, The Art Son (Norman, 1953), PP.
131-133.

9Alfred Einstein, Music in the Romantic Era (Chicago,
1945), pp. 80-81.
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term applied to a folk-song or an art song composed in folk

manner. By 1815 the decay of the romance was definite, and

by 1830 the use of the term m6lodie began with the introduc-

tion of Schubert's Lieder into France. In 1835, Hector

Berlioz first published vocal works under the name m~lodie. 1

Les nuits d'Ote is perhaps one of Berlioz's best-known

works. It contains six songs set to poems by Th~ophile

Gautier. Einstein says of Berlioz:

With his lyrical "triscellaneous minor works,"
Berlioz sowed the seeds for the entire musical
lyricism of the nineteenth century in the French
language--in its color, noble sentimentality, and
refined sensuousness and grace. But the crop came
up only after his death.ll

Charles Gounod, however, is considered to have made the

true French melodie become a reality, having a typically

French character, and little, if any, German influence.

Massenet is the true successor to Gounod as a song writer,

and is credited with having written the first genuine song

cycles in the history of French song.12 Cesar Franck, al-

though Belgian by birth, wrote very romantic music heavily

influenced by German culture. The German influence was also

very strong in the music of Camille Saint-Sains, although he

retained such qualities as spontaneous lyricism and a sense

1 0 fRadiana Pazmor, "French Song Repertory," NATS Bulletin,
Vol. XXVIII, no. 1 (October, 1961), .

1 1 Einstein, p. 183.

1 2 Pazmor, p. 13.
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of hu t or. His work entitled Sixposies d'Armand Silvestr,

which was written shortly before his death, shows a great

amount of originality and feeling for the text.
13

A new era of French music began with Gabriel Faur6

(1845-1924). The essence of Faur'&s songs lies in his me-

lodies, many of which are modal. His rhythms are quite var-

ied, and the harmonies of the accompaniment contain very

subtle changes.1 4 At a very early age, Faur was sent to

study at l'tcole Niedermeyer, a reputable school founded by

the man of the same name. There Faur6 studied harmony, and

after the death of Niedermeyer in 1861, he was admitted to

the piano class of Camille Saint-Sa6ns, who was employed

there as a teacher. Saint-Sagns uncovered a whole new realm

of music to Faur6, and it was to this man that Fauri6 claimed

he owed everything.15

Henri Duparc' s entire reputation rests on the few songs

which he composed. Although he was greatly influenced by

C6sar Franck, he maintained a very sensitive melodic gift,

which is portrayed in his accompaniments as well as in his

vocal lines. Among his most well-known compositions are

1 3 Cox, pp. 206-207.

14Wilfrid Mellers, Man and His Music, Romanticism and
the 20th Century (London, 1977, pp. 152-155.

15Charles Koechlin, Gabriel Faur6 (London, 1945), pp.
1-2.
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"Chanson triste" and "L'invitation au Voyage." Duparc pos-

sessed a distinct musical feeling for conveying the meaning

of the poetry.16

Towards the latter part of the nineteenth century, com-

posers of the period revealed a desire to express their emo-

tional reactions or their impressions through music rather

than through depiction of tangible objects. This attitude

was soon classified as impressionism, and applied not only

to music, but the world of art and literature as well. The

impressionistic painters and symbolist poets had a great in-

fluence upon the music of the period. Harmony was used pri-

marily for color, chord successions seemed to invalidate the

tonality rather than confirm it, and dissonance became an

end in itself.17 One of the greatest innovators of this pe-

riod was Claude Debussy, as his music readily adapted the

principles of these movements. Henri Prunieres has said:

He (Debussy) invented new ways of associating chords
hitherto regarded as discords, and used them to pro-
duce exquisite and delightful harmonies. .
He was the incomparable painter of mystery, silence,
and the infinite, of the passing cloud, and the sun-
lit shimmer of the waves--subtleties which none be-
fore him had been capable of expressing.18

16 Cox, pp. 210-211.

17Alec Harman and Anthony Milner, Man and His Music
(London, 1952), pp. 102, 103.

1 8 David Ewen, Europe osers Today (New York, 1954),
pp. 35-39.
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Among his most well-known vocal music are "Mandoline" (1883),

Ariettes oubli6es (1888), Ftes galantes (1892-1904), Prose

lyriQues (1893), and Chanson de bilitis (1897).

After the time of Debussy, there appeared to be a grad-

ual return to the aesthetics of the pre-romantic era. This

was shown in a revival of classical tendencies, and a great-

er emphasis on forms such as the sonata and the concerto

grosso. 1 9 Although the characteristics of the period were

reflected in the writings of the composers, Maurice Ravel

once wrote that he had "never been a slave to any one style

of composing." One of his most interesting works is a set-

ting of the prose of Jules Renard, entitled Histoires

naturelles. These songs on animal subjects shift from an

element of tender human understanding to that of ironic

humor. The important innovation in these songs is the

treatment of the text in a conversational fashion. Mute e's

were completely dropped, whereas up until this time they

were always given musical value. Ravel's relation of the

music and the text takes on a conversational tone of every-.

day French speech. This brought about a completely new

style, ironic, but light in texture. 2 0

Though French song remained under the influence of

Germany and other countries for many years, somehow it has

1 9 Harman and Milner, p. 106.

2 0 Hall, pp. 182-183.
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managed to contain all of the qualities that enable it to

be typically French. Francis Poulenc has magnificently

summed up French music in saying:

You will find a sobriety and sadness in French mu-
sic, as in German or Russian music. But the French
have a finer sense of proportion. We realize that
sombreness and good humor are not mutually exclusive.
French composers, too, write profound music; but when
they do it, it is leavened with that lightness of
spirit without which life would be unendurable.21

21Cox, p. 195.



CHAPTER II

THE STYLE AND COMPOSITIONS OF FRANCIS POULENC

AND GUILLAUME APOLLINAIRE

Francis Poulenc

The essence of French art is simplicity. One must
translate into music not merely the literal mean-
ing of the words, but also everything that is writ-
ten between the lines, if one is not to betray the
poetry. . . . I feel that songs are essentially
dramatic and I want to express the things which are

only implied on the bare printed page.1

The vocal compositions of Francis Poulenc are his most

outstanding works, and stand the greatest chance of surviving

the test of time.2 First of all, Poulenc loved the voice

and singing for its own sake, and secondly, he was greatly

inspired by literary texts. The characteristics of a poem

which influenced him were the words, and the form, as well

as the meaning of the text. Problems of prosody interested

Poulenc greatly, and he resolved them with an exceptional

feeling for declamation. His melodic gift inspired him to

create a musical line which strengthened the expression of

the literary phrase. From a harmonic viewpoint, his

1Robert Sabin, "Poulenc: The Essence is Simplicity,"
Musical America, Vol. 69 (November, 1954), 27.

2Pierre Bernac, "Songs of Francis Poulenc," NATS
Bulletin, XXI (February, 1965), 2.

11
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remarkable facility to modulate from one key to another en-

abled him to keep the various fragments of a poem in the

original key in which he heard them. 3

Poulenc is unsurpassed in his feelings for the intel-

lectual, emotional, and aesthetic qualities of music. He

situates incongruous elements in such a way as to cast a con-

tinuous ironic light on them, while at the same time main-

taining a unified conception.4

One of Poulenc's closest friends and musical associ-

ates, Pierre Bernac, says of Poulenc:

He wrote one hundred and forty-six songs, from the
maddest buffoonery to the most sincere lyricism,
from the most obvious sensuality to the most poign-
ant gravity. It has been said that he was "half
monk, half guttersnipe."5

When asked about this paradoxical element in his composi-

tions, Poulenc replied:

It all has to do with an artist's view of life, and,
also, to a great extent, with his upbringing. You
see, my father was a devout Catholic and it was from
him that I inherited my religious inspiration...
. I am certain that it was my mother who inspired
me to write my mauvaise musique . . . So it is
not really surprising that there is a duality in my-
self as well as in my music.6

Ibi d.

4David Drew, "Modern French Music," European Music in
the 20th Century, edited by Howard Hartog New York, 19577,
pp.~ 27S264.

5Bernac, p. 3.

6John Gruen, "Poulenc," Musical Americ IJ= ; ,ril,
1960)v 7',
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In his buffoonery, Poulenc sometimes overdraws the sit-

uation of the performer, often to the brink of vulgarity and

triviality. ie achieves this in such a way that his crea-

tion is overwhelming. vords are so controlled that every

syllable is projected and every accent falls in place.

Collaer sees this as an influence of the Parisian popular

singers.7 Although many of Poulenc's songs are tender and

serious, the majority of them are satirical and witty, yet

written with an air of delicateness and grace. His wit is

sharp, but his songs never lose their charm and sensitiv-

ity.8  Poulenc's chief qualities are his vivacity and his

ability to keep his sense of humor. 9

Drew states that Francis Poulenc is "very much a child

of our time,"10 yet, unlike his immediate contemporaries and

predecessors, he never set music to the poetry of Baudelaire,

Mallarme, or Verlaine. The composer himself said, "I Love

these great writers, but admiration is not enough to serve

as the generating impulse of a song."
11  He identified

Paul Collaer, A History f Modern Music (New York,
1961), p. 267.

8David Ewen, The Complete Book of Twentieth Centur
Music (New York, 1952),p. 277.

9Edward B. Hill, Modern French Music (New York, 1924),
p. 379.

10Drew, pp. 262, 268.

11 Roland Gelatt, "A Vote for Francis Poulenc," Saturday
Review, XXXIII (January 28, 1950), 58.
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himself most with the works of Guillaume Apollinaire, Paul

Eluard, and Max Jacob. Perhaps the small realm of litera-

ture which Poulenc considered for his songs influenced, to

a degree, the fact that he temporarily ceased to write songs

in 1950. For when asked about this, he replied:

I am too old, besides, Apollinaire, Eluard, Jacob
are all dead. . . . And somehow I understood
their poetry extremely well. I was able to read
between the lines of their poems; I was able to
express all that was left unsaid in musical terms.
Today, poets do not write in a manner that inspires
me to song.12

Guillaume Apollinaire, who will be discussed in more

detail later in this chapter, is cynical, yet compassionate,

tender, yet hard. This duality may also be associated with

the style Of Poulenc. The one quality lacking, however, in

the poetry of Apollinaire, is the quality of love. And for

this Poulenc turned to Paul Eluard. Poulenc said of Eluard,

"He is unique in contemporary French literature, as a lyri-

cist and poet of love. . . is responsible for having be-

stowed real lyricism upon my music." 13

Poulenc was very much a contemporary, although he has

created no new forms or harmonic devices. In spite of the

fact that his music is distinctively individual, his musical

sensitivity has about it nothing of the revolutionary. He

12Gruen, p. 58.

13Gelatt, p. 58.
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uses dissonance, but as a means to an end, and not an end

in itself.14 For Poulenc, music was pure and simple melody,

from which he seldom strayed. Although some of his best

melodies were to be found elsewhere, he was most certainly.

the greatest French song composer of his time. The piano

was often given the melody, with the voice part holding a

declamatory role. This was a great source of durability for

Poulenc in the setting of poetic texts. Giving the melodies

to the accompaniment enabled him to keep them intact while

allowing the voice to follow the interpretation of the

text.15

Born in Paris in 1899, Francis Poulenc began his study

of music early in life. As a boy he loved Chopin, Mozart,

Schumann, Debussy, and it was Schubert's song "Die Neben-

sonnen" that aroused his melodic gifts, which were to be

demonstrated later in his first songs, Le bestiaire.16 He

studied piano from the age of five, and at fifteen was ac-

cepted as a pupil of Ricardo Vines, through whom he became

acquainted with Erik Satie and Georges Auric. It was also

the influence of Vines which led Poulenc to write his first

serious piano pieces. He was a composition student of

14Ibid.

15Allen Hughes, "Francis Poulenc," Musical America,
1=11, Februaryy, 1963) j 20.2 .

16Henri Hell, Francis Poulenc (New York, 1959), pp.
1-4.
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Charles Koechlin, when the war interrupted and he was called

to military duty.17

In 1917 a group of young French musicians, including

Poulenc, began meeting at a friend's house for discussions

and private musical performances. Other members of the

group were Georges Auric, Louis Durey, Germaine Tailleferre,

Darius Milhaud, and Arthur Honegger. In December of that

first year, they gave their first public concert, and two

years later, in January of 1920, Henri Collet, writing in

Comoedia, bestowed upon them the title of "Les Six." 18

Erik Satie, often referred to as the Guillaume

Apollinaire of music, was one of the main influences of

the group.1 9 His music contained a rather aggressive type

of simplicity, as well as many of the paradoxessevddnt1iin

the works of Poulenc. Poulenc believed Satie to be, above

all others, the greatest spiritual and musical influence on

his life. The fact that Satie had taken a personal interest

in Poulenc, changed to an extent the direction of Poulenc's

compositional style. Satie greatly encouraged young musi-

cians to be boldly independent in following their artistic

17Samuel Trickey, "Les Six," unpublished doctoral dis-
sertation, School of Music, North Texas State University,(1955),
pp. 10, 11.

18Martin Cooper, French Music (London, 1951), pp. 181-
183,

19 bd
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inclinations and desires.20 Satie himself wrote in an in-

dependent style, never bothering about the convictions of

others. He was also a very witty person, almost to the

point of being nonsensical, yet at the same time giving the

impression of being extremely satirical. Myers comments,

"For failing to see any sublimity in Satie's music, they

(the audience) only see in it what was meant to be ridicu-

lous. The comic disguise does its work too well; the mask

is mistaken for the man."21

The other important influence on "Les Six" was Igor

Stravinsky's method of employing harmony and rhythm. The

works of "Les Six" from 1917 to 1921 correspond almost iden-

tically in style to those of Stravinsky from 1913 to 1917.

All wrote simple sophisticated songs, many of them children's

songs or on animal subjects, and all employed the character-

istic rhythms of jazz. 2 2

The basic aims of the group of six were to free music

from impressionism by using a more realistic style influenced

by the jazz of dance-halls and cabarets. 2 3  In their reaction

against impressionism, "Les Six" became classified roughly

2 0 Trickey, p. 63.

2 1Rollo H. Myers, Eri Satie (London, 1948), p. 48.

22Cooper, p. 199.

23Donald J. Grout, A Historof Western Music (New
York, 1960), p. 625.
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as part of the Neoclassical School of the 1920's. This was

also partially due to the fact that they were interested in

dissonance, the use of the diatonic scale, and clarity of

form.24 The melodies of these musicians were extremely sim-

ple, resembling nursery rhymes or popular tunes. They em-

ployed the use of jazz merely as a decorative device, and

their harmonies an&.rythmswpre-generally eiter very sim-

ple or very complex. 2 5

The most common device used by "Les Six" was that of

polytonality, -the tonalities generally being limited to two.

Darius Milhaud studied polytonality thoroughly, experiment-

ing with all possible two-key combinations and their inver-

sions, then tried the same thing with three keys. Milhaud

said, "They satisfied my ear more than the normal ones (the

chords), for a polytonal chord is more subtly sweet and more

violently potent."26

Rhythmically the composers strongly resisted any re-

straint on the freedom of their compositions. The freedom

of expression in this group ranged from that of extreme sim-

plicity to that of extreme complexity. The curiosity and

adventurousness of "Les Six" led them to be highly inventive

24David Boyden, An Introduction to Music (New York,
1956), pp. 411-412.

2 5 Cooper, p. 185.

26 Darius Milhaud, Notes Without Music (New York, 1933),
pp. 65-66.
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and experimental. Sometimes they even resorted to devices

which would by some authorities be considered non-musical.

Two examples are the deliberate use of dissonance, and the

dispensing with tonality in the vocal line, allowing the

text to be spoken rather than sung. 2 7

The members of "Les Six" refused to recognize any type

of fraternal organization among themselves. They maintained

that the title "Les Six" was merely a result of an "ambitious"

reporter. They insisted from the very start that each of

them had retained his own individual characteristics of style

and his artistic attitudes.28 Poulenc seems to be the one

who has been the most loyal in upholding the aims and ideals

of the group, and his compositions are the closest to the

spirit of Satie. His sophisticated simplicity and humor re-

veal a determined reaction against romanticism.29  "He has

humor rather than wit, and like every clown, his tongue is

never so firmly in his cheek as in his moments of pathos." 3 0

In 1918 Poulenc wrote his first songs, entitled Le

bestiaire, set to six short poems on animal subjects by

Guillaume Apollinaire. "From the Bestiaire onwards," wrote

2 7Trickey, pp. 166, 182-183.
28Hill, pp. 366-367.

29Boyden,p. 412.

3 0 Cooper, p. 195.
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Poulenc, "I felt a definite mysterious affinity with

Apollinaire's poetry." In all settings of Apollinaire's

poetry, the performer finds himself faced with a tender type

of melancholy flavored slightly with an ironic humor. 3 1

The next poems to be used by Poulenc were written by

Jean Cocteau during a period of reaction against the musical

worship of Wagner. Cocteau believed that there should be

music other than that "which compelled adoring listeners to

bury their heads in their hands." He remarked:

In London Wagner is performed, in Paris he is se-
cretly regretted. Certain long works are short.
Length, however, in Wagner, is an essential feature
of his work, for the reason that ennui is used by
this musical god as a convenient drug to stupefy
his faithful followers.32

The poems, three in number, are entitled "Miel de Narbonne,"

"Bonne d'enfant," and "Enfaxt de troupe," and are ironic

imitations of the popular songs of the time. Isolated words

move abruptly about, as Poulenc said, "like birds from tree

to tree." The composer showed a great deal of sarcasm in

these pieces, and the use of words in this manner has pre-

vented any sort of thematic development. 3 3

Poulenc did not compose any more songs until six years

later, when he wrote ing homes de Ronsard. He said of the

31Bernac, p. 3.

3 Hell, p. 13.

3 3 Ibid., pp. 11, 12.
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work, "The best thing about this work is the cover that

Picasso did for it." 3 4 A year later he wrote Chansons

gaillardes, which were written toseventeenth-century poems

celebrating wine and the pleasures of love. In 1927 and

1928 Air chantes followed, which were settings of four poems

by Jean moreas, a nineteenth century poet. In 1931, Poulenc

returned to the poetry of his own contemporaries, and com-

posed Quatres pohmes de Guillaume Apollinaire, and also Cing

PO mes de Max Jacob, which are the laments of a young peas.

ant girl. In the latter work are found sharp contrasts be-

tween fast rhythmic passages and lyrically melodic lines.

Poulenc himself considered this one of his most character-

istic collections.

He did not compose again until 1935, when he wrote Cing

poemes de Paul Eluard. Poulenc states concerning this work:

In this work I was feeling for a new style. An
attempt to make the piano give its maximum with
the minimum of means. For ears I had been search-
ing for the musical key to Bluard's poetry; now,
for the first time, it was grating in the lock.35

Tel r telle nuit, which is considered by many to be

Poulenc's masterpiece, was written a year later, and consists

of nine songs forming a complete cycle. The first and last

songs are in the same key and tempo, and allow a mood of calm

34Bernac, p. 3.

35Ibid,qp. 4.
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and serenity to permeate the cycle. In 1940 Poulenc again

composed to Apollinaire's poetry, the result being the

Banalit6s. This setting of five poems is not a cycle, as

the songs have no poetic relation to each other. In the

next years, Poulenc wrote many songs, among them being "C,1"

which is perhaps one of his best-known.

The last cycle which he composed to Apollinaire' s po-

etry is a setting of seven poems, and is entitled

Calligrammes. In 1950, to poems of Paul gluard, Poulenc

wrote La fraicheur et le feu, which is not a cycle, but one

entire poem set to music in sections. He has unified the

work by the use of two rhythms, one fast, one slow, which

form the basis of the piece. Poulenc said, "These are the

most carefully thought out of all my songs."36

During the next five years, Poulenc devoted himself to

religious music and his opera Les dialogues des Carmlites.

In 1956 he wrote Le travail du peintre, set to seven poems

by Eluard, which were inspired by seven great contemporary

painters: Picasso, Chagall, Braque, Juan Grip, Paul Klee,

Mir5, and Jacques Villon.

Poulenc's last songs were written to the poetry of

Maurice Carlme, a Belgian poet. They were seven short songs

entitled La courte paille, written for a woman's voice, as

she would sing to her child. Poulenc said, "They must be

36 Ibid., p. 5.
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sung tenderly. That is the surest way to touch the heart of

a child."37

On January 30, 1963, Francis Poulenc died. Pierre

Bernac concludes:

Since Ravel's death, Poulenc has certainly been
the French composer who has given the most faith-
ful image of his country's music, and has best per-
sonified its values. In this respect, his music
has a value commensurate with that of Manuel de Falla,
Richard Strauss or Bela Bart6k in their respective
countries. And, if music is a universal language,
it is no small privilege to have spoken it with the
pure accent of one's own country.38

Guillaume Apollinaire

Guillaume Apollinaire is the pseudonym for Wilhelm

Apollinaris de Kostrowitsky, who was born in 1880. He began

studying and writing poetry at a very early age. Steegmuller

comments that "at the age of sixteen, in Monaco, Kostrowitsky

was beginning not merely to write verse, but to inhabit al-

most exclusively a strongly personal world, a world of poetry

and a rather special kind of erudition."39

Although Apollinaire constantly made fun of the symbol-

ists of the period, his early poetry seemed always to maintain

certain elements of symbolism. Mallarme defines symbolism

371bid.

3 8 Ibid., p. 5.

39Francis Steegmuller, Aplinaire (New York, 1963),
p. 36.
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To name an object is to destroy three-quarters of
our pleasure in a poem--the joy of guessing, step
by step. The ideal is to suggest the object. We
derive the most from the mystery that constitutes
the symbol when we evoke the object step by step
in order to portray a state of mind.40

The poem "La chanson du mal-aimb", " which dates from

1903, was perhaps considered the turning point in Guillaume

Apollinaire's life as a poet. The marks of symbolism are

evident in this work, as well as innovations which were pre-

viously ignored by contemporary poets, such as archaic words,

mysterious sciences, and profound bits of information,

Around 1908-1909, Apollinaire slowly began to free himself

from the bonds of symbolism, and to strive toward a develop-

ment of lyricism. However, he still used symbolism as a

reference, and felt that it had contributed a great deal

to the freeing of poetry from classical rules. 4 1

Apollinaire' s Mamelle s , Pwht 6hygsst

set to music as an opera by Francis Poulenc, perhaps received

the greatest fame due to a word which Apollinaire invented to

describe it. He at first called it a "drama surnaturaliste,"

but changed it to "surrealiste," remarking to a friend,

I"Surreoalisme' is not yet in the dictionary, and it will be

4 Ibid.,pp. 52, 89.

41Wallace Fowlie, Ag eof Surrealism (New York, 1950),
p. 92.
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more convenient than 'surnaturalisme,' which is already used

by the philosophers."42 Surrealism, in a sense, denies or

refuses reality, in that it deals with the subconscious

mind, or the imagination.

The surrealistic element is shown in Apollinaire's work

mainly in his efforts to create a jovial character in the

presence of personal sadness and tragedy. He was in love

many times, and often this was inspiration for his poetry,

but all of his affairs ended tragically. Fowlie says:

But the poetry of Guillaume Apollinaire is not mask
and deceit. It is fantasy in the deepest sense of
the word. It is lawful fantasy; its images right-
fully conceal and communicate at the same time the
emotions he experienced.43

His poetic fantasy proved to be a revolt against the

cliches and patterns of the symbolists. Great freedom and

individuality of style are apparent in his compositions. He

is adventurous in that he manages to mix emotion, irony, nos-

talgia, and cynicism in his works.

Among Guillaume Apollinaire's most important works are

the following: Alcools, a book of poems written between the

ages of eighteen and thirty-three;Le bestiaire, ou corte

'Orphe'e,a portrayal of a procession of animals following

Orpheus and his lyre, four-line allegorical poems, each

42Steegmuller, p. 316.

43Powlie, p. 88.
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accompanied by a wood-cut of the animal (these were later

set to music by Poulenc); Calligrammes, poems about war and

peace, which Apollinaire dated 1913-1916 (also set to music

by Poulenc). The poems to be considered in Banalit~s by

Poulenc were not originally written together as part of a

collection. The poems "Sanglots" and "Fagnes de Wallonie"

are to be found in a posthumous collection entitled I 1 a.

"Chanson d'Orkenise" is also found in this collection, but

under the title "Onirocritique." "Voyage a Paris" and

"fHStel" are not part of a collection, but are isolated po-

ems.

In 1917 Apollinaire was married, but only for a year.

In November of 1918, he died at the age of thirty-eight as

a result of a wound he had received in the war. Marcel

AdAma, a friend of Apollinaire's, says of him:

The past, the present, and even the future were his
domain. He was the brilliant and noisy synthesis
of a period, whose riches have still not been ex-
hausted. . . . Although destiny was cruel to
him, it did not deceive him on this point. He is
now recognised as one of the greatest poets of his
time.44

rMarcel Adima, Apollinaire (New York, 1955), p. 272.



CHAPTER III

STYLISTIC ANALYSIS OF BANALITES

BY FRANCIS POULENC

"Chanson d'Orkenise"

Par les portes d'Orkenise
Vent entrer un charretier.
Par les portes d'Orkenise
Veut sortir un va-nu-pieds:

Et les gardes de la ville
Courant aus au va-nu-pieds:
"Qu'emportes-tu de la ville?"
"J'y laisse mon coeur entier."

Et les gardes de la ville
Courant sus au charretier:
"Qu'apportes-tu dans la ville?"
"Mon coeur pour me marier."

Que de coeurs dans Orkenise.1
Les garden riaient, riaient,
Va-nu-pieds, la route est grise
L'amour grise, S charretier.

Les beaux gardes de la ville,
Tricotaient superbement;
Puis, les portes de la ville,
Se fermbrent lentement.

By the gates of Orkenise
A cart driver wants to enter.
By the gates of Orkenise
A tramp wants to leave:

And the guards of the town
Rushing upon the tramp:
"What are you taking from

the town?"
"I am leaving my entire heart

there."

And the guards of the town
Ruashing upon the cart driver:
"What are you bringing into

the town?"
"My heart to be married."

What a lot of hearts in
Orkenise'.

The guards laughed, laughed,
Tramp, the way is grey,
Love is grey, cart driver.

The handsome guards of the
town

Walked together proudly,
Then, the gates of the town
Were slowly closed.

"Chanson d'Orkenise" is the first song in Banalites,

and is perhaps one of the most interesting poetically. As

has previously been noted, the poem was not originally writ-

ten or published under the title "Chanson d'Orkenise," but

27
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is part of an essay which Apollinaire entitled "Onirocri-

tique." The present title of the song was probably the

idea of the composer.

The vivid exoticism displayed in the song leads one to

think that perhaps Orkenise is an imaginary place created by

Apollinaire. It is possible that it could be in reference

to the Orkney Islands near Scotland, but this is not very

probable. However, Apollinaire mcay have been inspired by

the fact that these islands were not well-known, and not

thicily populated, thus allowing his imagination to produce

a mysterious, exotic place.

This text, which Apollinaire drew from another poem of

his entitled "Le brasier," is an illustration of his con-

ception of the poetry of 1908, the "triumph of falsity,

error, and imagination. . . anything that we resemble

and entirely our image." "Onirocritique" is not a simple

dream story, and the poetic organization is much greater

than the psychological automatism.2 It is believed that

1Marcel Adema and Michel Decaudin, Apollinair , oeuvres
potiques (France, 1956), p. 1117.

2 Ibid.,. In surrealism, automatism is the evading of

conscious thought in order to bring repressed feelings and
ideas into artistic expression. Clarence Barnhart, American
College Dictionary (New York, 1947), p. 85.
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Apollinaire was inspired by Max Jacob and Baudelaire, from

3
whom the title was perhaps borrowed.

Apollinaire said that "Le brasier" is "my best poem, if

not the most immediately accessible." To Toussaint Luca,

he wrote on the subject of his "last verses" (Le brasier"):

"They are related to 'Onirocritique.' I sought a lyricism

which is at once new and humanist." The richness and free-

dom of the images in "Onirocritique," and the deep inspira.

tion, mark an important step and accomplishment in the

evolution of poetry. 4

Poulenc has consented very readily to the imagination

of the author, as he portrays vividly in his music the en-

chanting place called Orkenise. The first musical marking

indicates that the song should be played briskly, as in the

style of a popular song. The accompaniment has a four-meas-

ure introduction, in the Dorian mode on F, setting immediate-

ly the atmosphere for the entire song. (Fig. 1).

3Adgma and D6eaudin, p. 1052.

4lbid.
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Fig. *oChanson d' OrkeniseV m. L-4

The voice enters in the fifth measure, and also gives

evidence of the Dorian mode. All of the notes of the scale

are shown in the first four measures of the vocal line, ex-

cept the Bb, which is in the ninth measure. The piano accom-

paniment at this point consists of repeated quarter notes on

F in the bass, and sequences of ascending thirds in the

right hand (Fig. 2).
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Pig. 2"Chanson d'OrkeniseV m. 5-8

Although the accompaniment perhaps shows the use of other

modes, such as a Phrygian mode on G and an Aeolian mode on

C, it was probably the composer's intent to remain in the

Dorian mode, hence the reason for the repeated F's in the

bass line (Fig. 2).

The second phrase is an exact repetition of the first.

Beginning in measure thirteen, 'And the guards of the town,

rushing upon the tramp:," the first chords are used. The

chords are arranged in such a manner as to give the feeling

of aggressiveness, while eighth notes are present in the

bass line. The chord progression in measures thirteen

and fourteen is repeated in the next two measures. The

chords are seen in the following pattern: Bb augmented,

Eb Major seven, Ab augmented, and Db Major seven. At the
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same point, the voice contains a sequence of descending

thirds, which is also repeated in the next two measures

(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3J-hanson d' Orkenise," m. 13 and 14

When the guards question the tramp, eighth notes are

again used in the right hand. At the tramp' s reply, block

chords are used. It is already apparent that the composer

has used a carefully planned pattern, for each time the

guards rush upon the tramp and the cart driver, chords are

used in the right hand, and eighth notes in the left. When

the question is asked each of the personages, eighth notes

are again used in the right hand, and at the answer from the

cart driver, the same block chords are used as for the

tramp. These phrases are also similar melodically, with

only minor variations in either the accompaniment or the
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vocal line. The explanation for this pattern is relatively

simple: the composer evidently intended the listener to

associate the block chord progression with the answers from

the men, the eighth notes with the questions, etc. (Fig. 4).

Pig. 42.Chanson dl'Orkenise,ttm. 19 and 20, 27 and 28

At measure twenty-nine the piano plays a four-measure

interlude which is an exact repetition of the introduction.

This serves as a transition from the first section of the

song, which is mainly conversational, to the second section,

which is the result of the conversation, and mostly narra-

tive. The voice enters again in measure thirty-two. There

are many more chords in this section, mostly minor triads,

sevenths, and ninth chords. On the lines "Tramp, the way

is grey, ILove is grey, cart driver, " the accompaniment and

vocal line are marked piaissimo, and the accompaniment
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contains some of the most beautiful chords in the entire

song, straying a bit from the mysterious atmosphere. How-

ever, the mode established remains Dorian, although the

scale root is now Ab (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 ! hanson ci' Qrkenise ' in. 37-40

Poulene uses the notes on the word "tcharretier"t to lead him

into the sharps in the next measure, for inharinonically the

A# and F# in measure forty-one are Bb and Gb (Fig. 5 and

Fig. 6). The sequence of sixths in the following xesures

display the wit of the composer in thdt melodically they are

very trite (Fig. 6). The vocal line has been moving in

sixths, and suddenly there is a leap of an eleventh downward

and back up an octave. The accompaniment has, at the same

time, a sequence of descending thirds in the top note of

each chord. The harmony of measure forty-one is predominantly
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that of B Major with a seventh added, while the harmony of

the next three measures is A minor, D Major, and F Major,

respectively, all following the same pattern. Measure

forty-three is used inharmonically as a G B D chord to

allow for the smooth modulation to P Major in measure forty-

four. The first chord of the measure is merely a VII dimin-

ished chord in the key of F. However, if the key is F, it

is only temporary, for the scale returns quickly to the

Dorian mode in the following measures.

Fig. 6-Chanson d'QOrkenise, m. 41-44 (continued on p. 36)
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On tte fermnrent" the vocal line is held for two meas-

ures before moviAg downward an octave, while the dynamic

marking ia a diJun endo, This gives the impression of the

gates closing. The accompaniment has the same marking while

repeating the same measure three times. There is no -ritard

at all in the music, only the impression of one, since the

note values are longer. In measure fifty-*one, the delay of

the second syllable of "lentement" also gives the feeling of

ritard. Yet the accompaniment has kept moving with the

eighth notes, and in measure fifty-three, while the voice

is holding the last note of the song, the accompaniment

plays the same four measures as in the introduction and

the interlude. So the song is ended in the same manner in

which it was begun (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7"Chanson d'Orkenise M. 51-54

Rhythmically, the vocal line is very dull. With the

exception of sixteen measures, the rhythmic pattern is con-

stantly ). In spite of this, the piece does not seem

to be rhythmically uninteresting to the listener. In fact,

it moves so quickly, and one is so aware of the atmosphere

created by the fast-moving rhythm and the mode, that one

37
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has not much time in which to realize the lack of rhythmic

variation. "Chanson d'Orkenise" is perhaps one of the most

interesting songs of the group, in that it is extremely

puzzling, not only musically, but poetically.

"Hatel"

Ma chambre a la forme My room has the form
d'une cage of a cage

Le soleil passe son bras The sun passes its arms
par la fen6tre through the window

Mais moi qui veux fumer But I who want to smoke
pour faire des mirages to make mirages

J' allume au feu du jour ma I light my cigarette in
cigarette the fire of the day

Je ne veux pas travailler je I do not want to work I
veux fumer want to smoke

Poulenc combines his lyrical qualities with those of

the poet to create one of the most beautiful, sensuous songs

in the entire work. It consists of two pages, and both poet

and composer have well-utilized the short amount of space.

However, the simplicity of the piece is deceiving, in that

the nonchalant atmosphere is merely a cover-up for deep emo-

tions. The person involved is not necessarily the poet, and

the meaning could easily apply to life in general. However,

certain events in Apollinaire's life lead one to believe

that the poet was disguising his own inner thoughts and feel-

ings. It is of particular note that the poet's life was one

of tragedy, necessitating an escape from reality, which is

evident in "Hotel."
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The introduction by the piano consists of full rich

chords, yet they are presented in such a lazy, bar-room-

like manner that they immediately set the mood for the song.

The piano marking is tras calme .etparesseux, which means

very calm and sluggish, and the dynamic level indicated is

pianissimo. So already the listener is able to visualize

smoke rising (Figo 8).

Fig. 81M{tel" m. 1 and 2

The first line of the poem, "My room has the form of a

cage," does not portray a hotel room at all, else why would

the poet have used the word "cage"? It gives the feeling

of one being trapped, if not emotionally, perhaps literally,

as in a cell, and could have been influenced by the fact

that Apollinaire spent a certain amount of time in prison.

The way in which Poulenc has introduced this phrase is very

matter-of-fact, allowing one to assume that perhaps the
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person involved does not wish to escape. This is also

shown in the music by the fact that for eight consecutive

notes, the voice possesses a range of a major second (Fig.

9).

Fig. 949teJ4" m. 3 and 4

Beginning with the next phrase, "The sun passes his

arms through the window," the mood changes somewhat. The

stress on the sun shining down through the windows is shown

by the fact that the vocal line begins high and descends an

octave and a third. A point of tension has been created

here by the composer. From the poetry it should be noticed

that the word"arms"is used instead of"rays:" Perhaps through

the smoke, the rays of the sun resembled arms coming in the

window. The composer utilizes this phrase in allowing for

an appropriate modulation to change the mood, and perhaps

add to the obscurity or confusion in the mind of the char-

acter involved. The original key having been D Major, a

#iV07 now leads into a tonality of D# minor. The same chord

would have been a sharp minor I chord in the key of D Major

(Fig. 10).
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The change of mood was only temporary, for the tonality

has shifted again, by the use of a C# chord in measure

eight, to prepare for the key of F# minor in measure nine

(Fig. 11)
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Beginning at this point with the phrase "but I. . ."

to the end of the next phrase ". . . mirages," the music

builds to a forte on the last word. The individual has per-

haps become intensely involved in his dream, yet the compos-

er has portrayed an abrupt change of thought, which is again

demonstrated in a modulation: an A Major thirteenth chord,

or possibly a G superimposed onto an A Major triad, allows

smooth passage into a key which one would assume to be that

of D Major. On the contrary, the surprise key is that of

D minor, with a seventh and ninth added to the chord, which

permits a harmonic and melodic climax to occur at this

point, creating one of the warmest, most beautiful phrases

in the entire song (Fig. 12).

f mmFI

Fig. 12*4Hotel, m. 12 and 13
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The rest before "ma cigarette" adds to the lazy atmos-

phere of the song, and gives the feeling of a sigh. The

portamento on the word "cigarette" merely emphasizes the

already established attitude (Fig. 13).

KA ----- -

Fig. l3;PHtel,"m. 14 and 15

From the end of this phrase until the end of the song,

the vocal line is rather declamatory. The composer has used

this opportunity musically as a transition into the original

key of D Major. The chords are lacking in the usual rich-

ness of texture, and do not say much musically. The song

has begun to slowly die away. In this manner, the composer

perhaps revealed that there is no sincere desire to escape

this dream world, but only to sink deeper into it. In meas-

ure nineteen the modulation begins with an A# C# E;# G chord

leading into the key of D Major (Fig. 14).

Vo
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iLi4. .4 4iIl"m. 9-2

At the end of the song, the piano continues with the same

chords as at the beginning, unifying the piece greatly. The

song then closes in the key of ) ajor.

The rhythm of "Hotel" is actually very simple, again

depicting the laziness of the situation. The accompaniment

always has three moving quarter notes; the vocal rhythm also

being simple, contains more movement than the accompaniment.

The figure 5)3appears quite frequently throughout the

song. The poet has succeeded in creating the mask through

which the truth of the poem is seen, and the composer has

contributed greatly with a sluggish tempo, beautiful lyri-

cal melodies, and rich, jazz-.ike chords.
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"Pagnes de Wallonie"

Tant de tristesse pl6nieres
Prirent mon coeur aux fagnes d6solees
Quand las j'ai repos6 dans les sapinidres
Le poids des kilometres pendant que rflait
Le vent dtouest

J'avais quitt6 le joli bois
Les Ccureuils y sont rests
Ma pipe essayait de faire des nuages

Au ciel
Qui restait pur obstingment

Je n' ai confie aucun secret sinon une chanson e6 nigmatique
Aux tourbiares humides

Les bruyeres fleurant le miel
Attiraient lee abeilles
Et mes pieds endoloris
Poulaient les myrtilles et les airelles
Tendrement marine

Nord
Nord

La vie s'y tord
En arbres forts

Et tors
La vie y mord

La mort
A belles dents
Quand bruit le vent

So much complete sadness
Seized my heart in the desolate marshes
When weary I rested the weight of kilometres
In the forest of fir trees while the wind breathed the death

rattle

I had left the pretty wood
The squirrels remained there
My pipe tried to make clouds in the sky
Which remained obstinately pure,

I did not confide any secret except one mysterious song
To the damp turf-moors

The heather smelling of honey
Enticed the honey-bees
And my aching feet
Crushed underfoot the whortleberries and blueberries
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Tenderly united
North
North

Life there is twisted in large
and crooked trees

Life bites death there
With beautiful teeth
As the wind makes a peculiar sound

"Fagnes de Wallonie" was perhaps inspired by the period

of Apollinaire's life spent in the war, as several refer-

ences of this type are made in the poem. The title itself

means marshes of the southern or southeastern parts of

Belgium. In the text, ApoliLinaire speaks of moors, and of

his tired feet, suggesting perhaps the trenches and a great

amount of walking. In his imagination he rested in a forest

of fir trees. The lines "I had left the pretty wood. . .

. which remained obstinately pure," could quite possibly be

drawn as parallels to his own life. He had joined the army

in the first place because of a love affair which ended

tragically. Through the poem, he could be saying here that

he left the life which he thought was unhappy, but after hM

became involved in the war, he realized that, after all, it

had been a good life. He had tried to escape this reality,

but the truth remained obstinate. Apollinaire also made

reference to the images of clouds made by his pipe, which

is similar to the illusions created by the cigarette in

"Hotel."

The word "moors" is mentioned tonly- once1 inithpo emy

yet the entire text seems to revolve around this locale. He
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has much sadness in his heart, he is weary from walking,

and the turf-moors are damp and desolate. Could he be

speaking of life in general, or at least his conception of

it? After all, nothing has really worked out for him, and

he has tried to escape, but it appears that there is no es-

cape from reality.

In the second and fourth stanzas, he manages to lose

himself temporarily in a dream world consisting of honey,

bees, blueberries, a beautiful wood, squirrels, and a lazy

day with clouds in the sky. However, in each stanza follow.-

ing, he comes face to face again with truth.

The song itself has a continual driving force behind

it, in tempo, as well as in the constant movement of the

vocal and piano lines. This portrays aptly the turmoil in

man's mind, the desire to run away, but the impossibility

of it all.

There is no introduction to "Fagnes de Wallonie;" in-

stead, the voice and accompaniment begin together, with the

piano playing the melody of the voice in the first two meas-

ures. Up until this point (measure three), both lines have

had only eighth notes. Now, as the voice contains quarter

notes and other note values, the piano continues its move-

ment beneath with eighth notes, adding to the swift move-

ment of the song (Fig. 15).
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Fig. 15Fagnes de WallonieV m. 1-3

The accompaniment throughout the song is relatively

thin, containing a few chords, but mainly outlines of

chords. At least one line in the piano usually follows the

melody of the vocal line. The tonality of the song at the

beginning is that of F# natural minor. There are few sev-

enth chords used, with the exception of a few dominant sev-

enths in the key of F# minor, as well as vii7 andiid
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There are several modulations in this song, the first

of which will be discussed later to illustrate another as-

pect of the music. The second modulation occurs in measure

thirty-four, with a C# Major chord used enharmonically as
ban F A C# chord in the key of P Major. However, the fol-

lowing chord is a V in P leading to a V7 in measure thir-

ty,-six. The next measure is a V7 scale Qn 0, which leads

into the key of F Major in measure thirty-.eight (Fig. 16).

SolY
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Fig. 16J'Fagnes de Wallonie," m. 34-38 (continued on p. 50)
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The next modulation has its beginning in measure forty-

one, as an P7 moves to a #ii in the key of F Major, and

back to a C# Major chord (F Ab #). In measure forty-

three, a B# is used to lead back into the key of F# minor

(Fig. 17).
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At the point of modulation, the voice part, as well as the

accompaniment, is beginning to show a certain amount of

tension and increased violence. The portamento leading to

the words "la mort," and the repetition of these words, are

merely to stress the word "death."
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There is still an extreme amount of tension in the fol-

lowing measures, especially the first chord in measure forty-

five, which is enharmonically a G Bb Db F# chord. Again for

stress, the phrase "A belles dents" is repeated, as is the

piano accompaniment and the vocal line. With the exception

of "la mort," this is the only phrase repeated in the entire

song (Fig. 18).

A r% e-.

~ '~~! 1 A c6

T-IS

Fig. 18"Pagnes de Wallonie m. 45

Evidence of a modulation is also given in measure for-

ty-seven, as a viid7 leads into F# Major instead of F# mi-

nor, thus ending the song in a major key (Fig. 19).
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The melody is declamatory throughout the piece, but

this is probably due to the fast tempo. The tempo does not

change, and the vocal line has very little rest, In the

few measures of rest, the vocal line is generally connected

by some type of scale passage leading into the next section

(Fig. 20 and 21).
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Fig. 21- agnes de Wallonie," m, 36 and 37

Each time the poet wanders from reality, the music ap-

pears to be more melodic. For example, on the line "I had

left the pretty wood," the song is in F# Major instead of

F# minor, and the melody is very light and frivolous. In

545
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measure twenty-nine, the melody is very smooth and tranquil,

on the line beginning "The heather smelling of honey" (Fig.

22 and 23).
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In between these temporary diversions, the music is

again swift and impetuous. As mentioned already, the voice

line is fairly declamatory throughout. Two of these exam-

ples have been mentioned in other instances. They are the

repetition of the words "la mort" in measure forty-three,

and the phrase "A belles dents" in measures forty-five and

forty-six. Two other examples occur earlier in measures

thirty-three and thirty-eight. On the words "Et mes pieds,"

the F# in the vocal line is so unexpected that it is almost

as if someone were actually complaining about bleiachibglg

feet (Fig. 24).

Fig. 24-OFagnes de Wallonie,"m . 33

The next line to be noticed is "Tenderly united North

North." This moves quickly in a declamatory manner (Fig.

25).
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Fig. 25"Fagnes de Wallonie, "m, 38 and 39

The rhythm throughout the song is not extremely compli-

cated, but neither is it completely spiritless, as is shown

in the fast tempo. There is no ritard at the end of the

song, but instead the note values are augmented, giving the

impression of rilard. The last phrase, "As the wind makes

peculiar sounds," is sung softly, while the accompaniment

has one brief burst of sound for a measure, then begins to

die away. The last notes are half notes and then a whole

note, but the marking in the music is "always without slow-

ing." In spite of the restlessness displayed in "Fagnes de

Wallonie," the song ends in a calm peaceful spirit which is

extremely welcome to the listener.
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"Voyage a Paris'

Ah la charmante chose Ah! What a charming thing
Quitter un pays morose To leave a sad country
Pour Paris For Paris
Paris joli Lovely Paris
Qu'un jour du crger l'amour That love must have created one
Ahl quitter un pays morose day
Qharmante chose Ah! To leave a sad country

A charming thing.

"Voyage a Paris" is light and happy, almost carnival-

like, in character. It is a rather obvious escape. The

first tempo marking indicates a lively spirit in a lilting

waltz time, This is shown, almost to the point of exaggera-

tion, in the introduction by the piano. The "oom-pah-pah"

rhythm is carried on in the left hand, while the right hand

has sequences of simultaneous intervals moving from high to

low (Fig. 26).

Fig. 26u.Voyage a Paris,"mo 1-4

In the sixth measure there is a complete pause, then

the music picks up again and leads into the vocal line.

When the voice enters in the eleventh measure, the piano



has the same rhythm as in the introduction, and the voice

is declamatory. The right hand of the piano contains one

voice which is smooth and serves as a sustaining element

(Fig. 27).

0,, O*

Fig. 27'Voyage 8 Paris,"m. 11-14

On the line "That love must have created one day," the

mood changes somewhat from frivolity to a rather emphatic

tone. The music corresponds to this change in that the

tonality is shifted temporarily. The key has been that of

b
EB Major, and the chords here are not exactly used as a

modulation, but could still be considered in the original
b

key. Poulenc uses the progression G Major (a flat III

chord in the key of Eb) to09 (vi0 9 in Bb) (Fig. 28).

AL L.
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Fig. 28U.Voyage a Paris,"m. 26-30

Again the mood changes; in the following measure, the

dynamics change from a forte to a subito piano, and the mu-

sicl marking is avec charge (with charm). Here, because

of Poulenc's setting, the "AhP" resembles a sigh. Besides

the subito piano, there is a phrase marking leading the

voice down a sixth. This is apparent when a comparison to

the first phrase of the song is drawn. The "Ah' " in this

phrase is sung mezzo forte, and has a rest following it,

showing exclamation (Fig 29 and 30).

Fig. 290LVoyage a
Paris," Mi. 31 and 32

Fig. 5(Y-Voyage a
Paris,"m. 11 and 12
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The gaiety is again displayed at the mention of Paris;

the dynamics return to forte and the piano contains richer

chords. At the end of the next phrase, the piano plays an

interlude in keeping with the spirit of the song. In meas-

ure forty-seven, during the interlude, Poulenc begins with

a sequence of dominant seventh chords. The piano has an

b7, an B7, and then an F . When the voice enters, an F#

is followed by an A7. There is perhaps no particular sig-

nificance for this, since the entire song was written with

tongue in cheek, but this merely amplifies the point. This

phrase ascends and the last word is thrown away in exclama-

tion (Fig. 31).

R1 L&LAt-~ 1 JV
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Fig, 5l'LVoyage a Paris,"m. 46-53

A short interlude follows, consisting of a descending

scale passage, whioh diminishes ftom a forte to a ixezzo for-

te, leading smoothly into the next vocal phrase (Fig. 32).
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Fig. 321Voyage a Paris," m. 53-56

The piano has another small interlude, of which the

last vocal phrase is a musical imitation. Also worthy of

note is the dissonance on the first syllable of the word

"chose." it i the most obvious dissonance in the entire

song, and was probably done mei-ely in jest (Fig. 33).
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The vocal line ends in the key of Elb Major, and the

piano line begins to diminish in sound, leaving one to as-

sume that the piece has come to an end. However, to the

surprise of the audience, the piano resumes playing, in-

creasing from a mezzo forte to a ortissimo quite suddenly,

without any hint of ritard (Fig. 34).
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Fig. 4ILVoyage a Paris,"m. 69-72

"Voyage \ Parish is quite charming and coquettish. The

intent Gf the poetry is clearly indicated, and one should

not attempt to read too much into it. Accordingly, the

composer has given the poem a rather straight--forward set-

ting which serves as a lively change of spirit between

"Fagnes de Wallonie" and "Sanglots."
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"Sanglots "

Notre amour est r'egl par les almes 'etoiles
Or nous savons qu'st nous beaucoup d'hommes respirent
Qui vinrent de tras loin et sont un sous nos fronts
C' est la chanson des i4'veurs
Qui s' taient arrachds 1e coaewr
Et le portaient dans la main droite
Souviens-t' en cher orgueil de tous ces souvenirs
Des marines qui chantaient comme des conqu6rants
Des gouffres de Thul'e des tendres cieux d'Ophir
Des malades maudits de ceux qui fuient leur ombre
Et le retour joyeux des heureux emigrants
De ce coeur il coulait du sang et le reveur allait pensant
A sa blessure dlicate
Tu ne briseras pas la chaene de ces causes et douleureuse

et nous disait
Qui sont les effets d'autree causes
Non pauvre coeur mon coeur bris6
Pareil aux coeur de tous les hommes
Voici voici nos mains que la vie fit l'esclave
Est mort d'amour ou c'est tous come
Est mort d' amour et le voici
Ainsi vont toutes choses
Arrachez donc le votre aussi,
Et rien ne sera libre jusqu'a la fin des temps
Laissons tout aux morts et cachons nos sanglots

Our love is ruled by the calm stars
But we know that in us many men live
Who came from far away and are one under our faces
It is the song of dreamers
Who had torn out their heart
And carried it in their right hand
Remember the dear pride of all these memories of sailors

who sang as conquerors
Of the gulfs of Thule, of the delicate skies of Ophir,
Of the accursed ill ones, of those who flee their shadow
And of the joyous return of the happy emigrants
From this heart blood flowed, and the dreamer went thinking

of his delicate and painful wound saying to us
You will not break the chain of these causes
Which are the effects of other causes
My poor heart, my broken heart, the same as in the hearts of

all men
Here, here are our hands made slaves by life
Dead from love, it all comes to the same thing
Dead from love, and here it is as all things happen
Tear, then, yours out, also



And nothing will be free until the end of time
Let's leave all to the dead and hide our sobs

"Sanglots" presents an entirely different view of the

poetry of Apollinaire. Henri Hell says of the song:

This is one of the most penetrating poems of
Apollinaire, exposing the misery in the hearts
of all men. . . The setting is in every
way worthy of the poem. The remarkable modula-
tions in the piano accompaniment, which somehow
reveal the inner pulsation of the poem, and the
sensitive co-ordination of vocal and poetic in-
flections establish a unity of poetry and music
reaching far beyond the idea of a simple "setting."6

The introduction immediately sets the mood for the song,

in its lyrical, almost violin-like, sad melody played in the

right hand of the piano. The melody is very smooth and ap-

pears to be in the Dorian mode, the scale beginning on C#,

While the melody is playing, the inner voices are moving

with the constant pulsation of a heart-beat, yet the range

is extremely limited (Fig. 35).

I ~ ' * ~ ~ p-------- -----_ _

Fig. 35'Sanglots," m. l-4

6Henri Hell, Francis Poulenc (New York, 1959), p. 62.



When the voice enters in measure eight, the mood is the

same. The time signature is now 4/4, but the accompaniment

contains the same rhythmic patterns and line movement, The

melody of the voice line follows the same pattern as the lyr-

ical right hand of the piano (Fig. 36).
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Fig. 36Sanglots,"'as 8-10

The inner voice of the accompaniment also follows the vocal

line, but with a different rhythm* The syncopation found

in this voice is used throughout the song.

In measures fifteen and sixteen the piano contains the

same rhythmic pattern and the same notes twice in succes-

sion, appearing to be lacking in melodic and rhythmic vari-

ation. However, Poulenc has used these measures as a

transition into measure seventeen. This is done by the use

of the last three notes in measure sixteen. The tonality

I
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in these two measures has been that of F# minor, although

the chord is not completely outlined. Measure seventeen

presents a change of tonality to that of Eb minor, but en-

harmonically it is D# minor in the key of F# minor. So the

change at this point occurs in a subtle manner (Fig. 37)..
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There is also a shift of mood poetically, for the person

speaking in the poem appears to move into a dream world,

and to begin reminiscing. This is portrayed in the accom-

paniment by the use of chords that are rich in texture, but

which possess an ethereal quality. In spite of the soft

mellow mood at this point, the musical indication is that

of increasing animation (Fig. 37).

In measure twenty-six, there is another preparation for

a change of mood which occurs in measure twenty-seven. Meas-

ure twenty-six ends on an P7 chord, which leads directly into

a tonality of Bb minor in measure twenty-seven. At this

point the music is more animated, becoming more intense as

it grows in volume and speed. In recalling the incidents

of the past, one thought leads to another, moving rapidly

through the mind (Fig. 38),
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Most of the chords in this section are either minor sevenths

or ninths, or are diminished, creating a certain amount of

tension in the music. On the first word of the phrase "And

of the joyous return of the happy emigrants," an Eb Major

chord is shown, resulting in a temporary change of spirit.

This phrase is a modulation back to the original mood of

the song. In this phrase are the following musical pro-

b 7 bb7
gressions: E Major, B , E minor, B M with a diminished

ninth added, Gb augmented (Fig, 39).

Fig. 39u3Sanglots," m. 36-58

be b

The G augmented chord leads into the C Major seventh

chord in measure th:irty-nine. Here the tempo is as at the

beginning of the so g. The musical pattern in the piano

and voice greatly resembles those of the beginning of the

piece, in that the harmonies are thin, the lines are
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horizontal rather than vertical, and the pulsation of re-

peated notes in the left hand is the same. The lines "From

this heart blood flowed, And the dreamer went thinking of

his delicate and painful wound," show the person involved

to be more or less back in reality, as in the beginning.

In the temporary diversion, the turmoil in the mind is

shown by the intensity in the music. Beginning in measure

thirty-nine, things are calm again, if only for a moment

(Fig. 40).

Fig. 40LSanglots,fm. 39-41

Not long after the present mood has been set, the voice

begins emphatically with "You will not break the chain of

these causes. . . ." Great bitterness is shown because

these memories cannot be removed; each one brings another

one to mind. Yet the character will not allow the chain
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to be broken, either. This sudden flare is shown in the

music by means of an unexpected A Major chord, played by

the piano alone, fully voiced, and forte (Fig. 41).

SOO,

Fig. 41Sanglots, "m* 46 and 47

The vocal line at this point is extremely declamatory, which

is apparent in noticing the amount of repeated notes, the

fact that the range is low, in speaking range, and the forte,

which makes it almost impossible to sing without declamation.

This is the fist example of declamation in this song, and

was probably used here to emphasize the text.

The above mentioned section is also short, and leads

to another change of thought. Measure fifty-one leads into

the change in %easure fifty-two. Measure fifty-one shows

a diminuendo, 4nd an F# diminished chord moving to an E

minor chord in the next measure. The dynamic indication
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in the last section was forte, which diminished to a

pianissimo in the piano, and piano in the voice in measure

fifty-two. Here the poem does not express so much the dis-

quiet in the heart, as the absolute misery of life: "My

poor heart, my broken heart, the same as in the hearts of

all men, Here, here are our hands made slaves by life."

The rise and fall of the vocal line adds to the color of

this section,. It is melodic and very much from the heart,

as is the accompaniment (Fig. 42).

~5

I g. 422 $angIots,"m. 5I-3

In measure fifty-eight, Poulene has prepared for what

he must haveconsidered the poetic climax of the piece:

"Dead from love, it all comes to the same thing, Dead from

love, and here it is. . . ." To the person speaking,

I
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life has enslaved him, allowing him only to know pain and

misery, and whether from love or anything else, it all comes

to the same thing--death. This phrase is repeated musically,

as it is almost the same poetically. The intensity is shown

by the dynamic level (forte), the strict rhythmic movement,

and the sudden switch to Piano (Fig. 43).
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With the phrase "Therefore as all things happen, tear

out yours, then, also," there is a transition back to the

original tonality of the Dorian mode on C#, or perhaps even

to the key of F# natural minor. The accidentals used are

the only questionable factor in determining the key intended

by the composer. In measure sixty-two, a G prepares some-

what for the modulation to an A Major chord in the following

measure. Again the melody and the rich chords expose the

anguish in the heart (Fig. 44).
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The next two measures show a complete change, as the

vocal line is again declamatory not so much with pain as

with bitterness: "And nothing will be free until the end of

time." The feeling of being trapped by life and freed by

death is evident in this phrase. Tension is shown in the

music by means of the sharp dissonance in measure sixty-

eight (Fig. 45).
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Fig. 45.!sanglots, "m. 67 and 68

The mood appears to calm down a bit in the following

measures, and the sudden display of anguish disappears into

a feeling of complete hopelessness: "Let' s leave all to the

dead, and hide our sobs." Musically, all is very quiet, the

vocal line is legatol, the range is moderate, and the accom-

paniment is tranquil and serene. The chords in measure

seventy-one are rather simple: D Major followed by B Major.

Measure seventy-two shows only D Major. Measure seventy-

three, however, shows a modulation ending the vocal line in

a completely new tonality, that of a B Major seventh chord.

Depending upon the listener, this chord could be used to

create either tension or relaxation (Fig. 46).
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Fig. 469-Sanglots, t m. 71-74

The accompaniment then plays two more measures, and

ends the song on an F# minor chord, at a dynainic level of

pr The impact of this song is tremendous, especially

after such a peaceful ending. Nevertheless, the pain and

sorrow in the song are still evident, even more so. The

poet seems to have given some of his own feelings away in

the last line. He shows anguish in the hearts eof all men,

but with knowledge of the tragedy in Apollinaire' s life,

one may be led to believe that he is speaking of himself,

too, in this poem. He has felt completely trapped by life,

and feels that there is nothing to do but hide the sobs

and accept destiny, for nothing is free until death, and

then all is left. The poem is perhaps one of the iuost

surrealistic in the group, as it is highly psychological,



and deals deeply with the subconscious mind. Poulenc has

again succeeded, perhaps more so this time, in conveying

what he termed to be the interpretation of the poet.



CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

In spite of the fact that Banalites is not a song

cycle, Poulenc has chosen each text because of some re-

lationship to the others, and has unified them all under

the title of Banalit6s. The title itself signifies banali-

ties, or trivialities, yet it is difficult to see the banal

qualities in poetry of such emotional impact. However, as

has already been discussed in Chapter II, Poulenc, especial-

ly in his moments of sadness or pathos, showed a great deal

of sarcasm, irony, and tongue-in-cheek wit.

In a sense, all of the poems are of a melancholy na-

ture, with the exception of "Voyage a Paris," which is the

exact opposite in character. Poulenc seems to be making

light of things that are not really banal at all, but are

very deep psychologically, dealing with chaotic inner

thoughts and feelings. However, these things are not seen

so readily, as it is necessary to probe into the poetry in

order to reach these conclusions. Perhaps Poulenc is poking

fun at the banalities of the surface character of each poem.

In the first song, "Chanson d'Orkenise," the true meaning

of the text is not understood when taken out of context.

It speaks of the love and the hearts in Orkenise, and how

71'
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the guards laughed at this, thinking that love was "grey,"

or dull. It all seems so trivial, until one studies the

essay entitled "Onirocritique," from which the song was

taken. Apollinaire, having created Orkenise in his imagi-

nation, perhaps, has used many unrealistic images in his

portrayal of this exotic place. Apollinaire' s view of love,

or even that of life, is shown in the lines "What a lot of

hearts in Orkenise! The guards laughed, laughed. Tramp,

the way is grey, Love is grey, cart driver." And as usual,

he was making an effort to cover his true feelings with

joviality.

The trite or banal elements in "Hftel" relate to the

idea of one lying lazily in a hotel room, not wanting to

work, but to smoke. The musical setting creates an infor-

mal atmosphere which obscures the turmoil in man's heart.

By means of full rich chords, the composer has succeeded in

drawing clearly a veil of illusion to mask the true mean-

ing, which is probably what Apollinaire desired. In this

way Poulenc is poking fun at the disguise rather than at

the actual interpretation.

"Fagnes de Wallonie" reveals itself perhaps more quick-

ly than some of the other pieces, as much of the meaning of

the poem lies in the title. Fagnes are marshes on moun-

tains, especially those mountains called the Ardennes in

northern France. Since Wallonie refers to the southern or



southeastern parts of Belgium, it is more obvious that the

poet is remembering days in the war. He talks about the

desolation and weariness in his heart, and of the death

rattle of the wind. In the next breath he is escaping to

the woods, squirrels, and a lazy day. Later he compares

the tender union of blueberries to the twisted life in the

north. Both images are entwined, but the use of words ex-

presses a different meaning. The line "Life there bites

death with beautiful teeth as the wind makes peculiar

noises," is, on the surface, quite puzzling, and seems rath-

er unimportant until the poem is analyzed more deeply. The

composer has contributed greatly to the mood of the poem

with a constantly driving tempo, portraying the chaos in

the mind of man in his desire to escape reality.

Between "Fagnes de Wallonie" and "Sanglots," the com-

poser placed "Voyage a Paris." It serves as a rather in-

8:&nt comic relief before going on to "Sanglots." After

the mood created in "Fagnes de Wallonie," the voyage re-

sembles a nervous little laughter in the midst of trial and

tribulation, almost to the point of hysterics. Yet the

text of "Voyage a Paris" is very commonplace, and is seen

as a disguise for the feelings of the other two poems. It

is an immediate escape to fun and laughter, and the pleas-

ures of love and life. And Poulenc has used it as a method

of making light of the situation. This is one of the times



when the composer has overdrawn the situation a bit, almost

to the point of triviality, Yet without the other songs in

the group, one is not aware of this feeling. Alone, it

stands as a high-spirited, simple, happy song.

Poulenc has chosen "Sanglots" as an extremely appropri-

ate ending for the work, as its impact is almost too great

to bear. The poet reveals himself perhaps more than he had

intended. If there is a degree of sarcasm or wit on the

part of the composer, it is not readily seen by the inter-

preter. However, Poulenc has not given way to the emotions

completely, for when one has become so emotionally involved

and sees that the music is almost to this point, it is at

this moment that Poulenc either modulates or changes the

tempo. Perhaps in this way he is satirizing the feelings

of the performer rather than those of the poet. He has

aptly conveyed the meaning of the text, but his constant

use of jazz rhythms and his harmonic structures have shown

his desire to be a trifle too witty. Nevertheless, this

does not detract from the musical setting of the poem.

In his own individual manner, Poulenc has created a

song cycle of Banalites, in that the poems are linked to-

gether psychologically. It is difficult for any of them to

stand alone and retain the meaning supposedly intended by

the composer. Each poem has been carefully placed in the

situation which lends best to its own meaning.
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It was Poulenc's belief, as has been previously dis-

cussed, that it is very important not to betray the poetry

of a work, and that in accomplishing this, it is necessary

to read between the lines, to express only the implied ele-

ments. Poulenc has succeeded in doing this in Banalites,

for he never expresses anything definitely, and always has

some emotion in reserve. Most of the interpretation or

understanding of the song is left to the performer. Yet

his ability to modulate smoothly has enabled him to create

moods or atmosphere which cannot be overlooked.

Poulenc was not interested in the mathematics of music,

but used instinct, or the heart, as his guide. One of his

most outstanding features is his ability to create a beauti-

fully lyric, yet intense, melodic line. This is seen in all

of the songs in Banalites, from the exotic melody in "Chan-

son d'Orkenise," and the gay lyricism of "Voyage a Paris,"

to the profound suffering portrayed in the flowing melody

of "Sanglots."

There can perhaps be many problems concerning the per-

formance of these songs. The first to be considered con-

cerns the voice. In spite of the beautiful melodies in

Banalitis, there are many instances, as is shown in the

analysis, in which the voice is treated in a declamatory

manner. Since the text is the inspiration for this style,

it is important that the vocalist understand this. Some-

times it appears that the composer intended the vocal line
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to be spoken instead of sung. This is often indicated by

musical markings, but sometimes the scope and range of a

phrase are the tools with which to work. In order to dis.-

cover these devices, it is necessary for the performer to

study the poetry carefully.

Sometimes the vocal line is subordinate to the piano

in that the piano has the melody. This does not mean that

the voice is completely submissive, since the vocal line

still contains the poetic content. To know at what point

these things occur is of great consequence in conveying

favorably the meaning of the poem. The pianist should also

understand that Poulenc did not use the instrument solely

as accompaniment. But through the piano, he has aided the

voice many times in the interpretation of the text.

Because of the nature of the poetry, the interpretation

of Banalites in this study has involved certain subjective

decisions. These deductions were, nevertheless, colored by

statements of the poet, the composer, and authorities on

each. This is not to imply, however, that this is the only

interpretation. Both poet and composer have given evidence

that their creation requires a subjective response on the

part of the interpreter. This is perhaps the greatest

challenge offered by the work.
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